
connect, network, collaborate

aireapods, screens and soft seating can transform 
  ‘in between’ spaces into great collaborative workspace.

53       WHY BUILD WALLS



what if the only things that needed to be fi xed
    were the stairs, lifts and restrooms...

   WHY BUILD WALLS



6 years ago we developed a product to address the issue 
of fl exibility and acoustics in open plan workspace.

airea
the original acoustic pods re-engineered
 we have changed everything and nothing..

we have made enhancements to 3 key areas

work / think / meet / present



work

think present
privacy fl exibility to change

meet



It’s not always our place to specify what type of equipment to use, 
more to facilitate as many alternatives with as much ease as possible.

OPTIONS FOR DISPLAY MONITORS / VIDEO CONFERENCING

technology
integration

gyg



y
100% reuse, the best form of 
recycling is to keep reusing.

/ Break down and move to a new location

/ Expand or reduce the size whenever you want

/ Freedom to change your layout without incurring high costs

no bespoke = no waste
7 screen options    2 hoops    8 roof options    4 door options    3 party walls     



ease ofassemblyse ofse of

colour coded fi nger knobs
makes assembly easy.

15 mins
30 mins 45mins 60mins

one tool / 2 people / one hour...



100mm thick party wall

a specifi c combination of acoustic 

materials absorb and dissipate speech 

party walls

joined workrooms
  back to back and in rows, making it very effi cient on footprint.

what’s exciting about this solution is it opens up 
 opportunities to use the pods in new ways such as 



acousticsairea pods are designed to maximise privacy through suppressing noise 
         frequencies generated in a workplace environment.

any sound lost is muffl ed 
   and unintelligible

vertical frame triple seal system ensures the best acoustic
performance between screens......absolutely no gaps

CORE HUMAN VOICE FREQUENCIES

A coustic

ENHANCES ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

Combination

NATURAL SOUND INSIDE THE PODS

Outside

HIGHER THE PRIVACY

Unintelligible 

HIGHER ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

Seals

REDUCING NOISE LOSS

Technically 

ABSORBING SPEECH FREQUENCIES

Improved 

 LESS SOUND ESCAPES
ambient sound, bounces back
or is absorbed by the upholstery

28dB noise suppression
AIREA PRIVACY FACTOR
50dB 78dB privacy factor

88dB privacy factor

upholstery panels absorb whilst 
acrylic refl ects to create a natural 
balance of sound within the pods

C
PERFECT BALANCE

ombined



airflow
Extensive research into airfl ow within the offi ce has shown 
that CO2 is the most important element to control within 
the pods.... even above heat. 

 

280 / 380 m3/h of low 

noise airfl ow

‘coanda effect’ 

by limiting the CO2 build up you can dramatically improve concentration levels, 
 comfort and ultimately productivity.



lightingcentral to the environment of airea is the integration of LED lighting, outer ceiling lights create a great  
  ambient level, balanced with a central positioned fi tting that creates accent task lighting.

- high light output with low energy consumption

- extremely long lamp life 

- recyclable components

- zero maintenance as no lamp change required

- automatic control provided by PIR activation and switch-off

WORK / THINK / PRESENT

ZERO MAINTENANCE SYSTEM 

25% LESS POWER

450 lux 450 lux850 lux

WORK        THINK         PRESENT



     LIGHTINGPOWER / DATA      USER CONTROL

ser controls
& services

all the complex stuff 
stays on the hoop


